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Twenty-one two-proton knockout ðp; 3pÞ cross sections were measured from neutron-rich nuclei at
∼250 MeV/nucleon in inverse kinematics. The angular distribution of the three emitted protons was
determined for the first time, demonstrating that the ðp; 3pÞ kinematics are consistent with two sequential
proton-proton collisions within the projectile nucleus. Ratios of ðp; 3pÞ over ðp; 2pÞ inclusive cross
sections follow the trend of other many-nucleon removal reactions, further reinforcing the sequential nature
of ðp; 3pÞ in neutron-rich nuclei.
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Introduction.—The nuclear shell model has been
remarkably successful in describing the overall properties
of atomic nuclei [1–3], but the structural evolution as a
function of proton-to-neutron asymmetry remains an outstanding questions in quantum physics [4]. This shell
evolution originates in the properties of the many-body
nuclear interactions and is currently the focus of intense
study, motivating the development of dedicated new generation radioactive beam facilities [5–9] and new experimental methods. In particular, one-nucleon knockout
reactions at intermediate energies, above ∼50 MeV/
nucleon, have been extensively used for the spectroscopy
of unstable isotopes, both with heavy-ion [10,11] and
proton targets [12,13]. Given the success of one-nucleon
knockout reactions, two-nucleon knockout has naturally
garnered much interest, as it allows us to explore further
nuclear properties, such as nucleon-nucleon correlations
[14–18]. Two-proton knockout from neutron-rich nuclei
has been used to populate very exotic species, in a process
assumed to be direct, due to the inhibited proton evaporation in these nuclei [19–23]. In particular, two-proton
knockout on a proton target, ðp; 3pÞ, is a promising probe.
The reaction 80Znðp; 3pÞ has recently been used to populate new 78Ni states, inaccessible to one-nucleon knockout
[24], demonstrating the potential of ðp; 3pÞ reactions as a
spectroscopic tool for exotic nuclei. However, to properly
interpret the resulting observables, the ðp; 3pÞ reaction
mechanism must be well understood, as the removal of
spatially correlated proton pairs [18] explores different
nuclear properties than the sequential removal of uncorrelated protons [15,25]. For example, the residual nucleus
momentum distribution explores its nuclear structure when
removing uncorrelated protons [19], while removing a
short-range correlated proton pair makes it sensitive to
the pair momentum distribution, which is weakly A
dependent [26].
In this Letter we demonstrate that ðp; 3pÞ from neutronrich nuclei at intermediate energies takes place mainly
through two sequential proton-proton collisions. We analyzed 21 ðp; 3pÞ reactions (mass numbers 68 to 112, mean
neutron-to-proton ratio 1.6 [27]), using a unique setup [28]
to measure the angular distributions of the three emitted
protons event by event. Inclusive cross sections were also
measured.
Experiment.—The measurements were conducted at the
Radioactive Isotope Beam Factory (RIBF), operated by the
RIKEN Nishina Center and the Center for Nuclear Study of
the University of Tokyo. They were divided into two
consecutive experimental campaigns, containing three
and four settings each. A 238U beam was accelerated to
345 MeV=nucleon and impinged onto a 3 mm beryllium
target. The average beam intensity was 12 pnA for the first
campaign and 30 pnA for the second.
Radioactive beams were produced via in-flight abrasioninduced fission [29] and were identified with the so-called

FIG. 1. Overview of the secondary target area. The liquid
hydrogen target (blue) is surrounded by the MINOS time
projection chamber (yellow), which tracked the scattered protons.
The angle between each proton and the beam axis θ, the angle
between each pair of protons λ and the angles between the
protons in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis φs ≤ φm ≤ φl
are drawn.

Bρ − ΔE − TOF method through the BigRIPS spectrometer
[30]. The magnetic rigidity (Bρ), energy loss (ΔE) and time
of flight (TOF) were obtained by parallel plate avalanche
counters [30], ionization chamber and plastic scintillators,
respectively. These beam particles impinged with an energy
of ∼250 MeV=nucleon onto the liquid hydrogen (LH2 )
target of 102(1) and 99(1) mm thickness for the first and
second campaign, respectively [28]. The LH2 target was
contained with 110 μm entrance and 150 μm exit Mylar
windows. Emitted protons were detected using MINOS
[28], a vertex tracker consisting of a time projection chamber
(TPC) surrounding the target as shown in Fig. 1. A full
reconstruction of the track was performed through a Hough
transformation [31–33], yielding the three-dimensional
vertex position and the angles between the protons and
the beam. The combined angular resolution for individual
tracks was ∼7° (FWHM) while the efficiency for the
detection of three tracks in a ðp; 3pÞ event was ∼21%
[51% for two tracks in a ðp; 2pÞ event]. Reaction channels
were identified via the detected fragments. The energy of the
outgoing protons was not measured. After typical energy
loss of 70–100 MeV=nucleon in the target, the unreacted
beam particles and fragments were identified via Bρ − ΔE −
TOF and separated by the ZeroDegree spectrometer (ZDS)
[34], operated in the large momentum acceptance mode
3%. Thus, only bound final states were measured. Details
of the experimental campaigns can be found in [24,35–42].
Events considered for the cross section determination were
triggered by a thin plastic scintillator few meters upstream
the hydrogen target. The acquisition was operated in a
common-dead-time mode. The acquisition rate ranged
typically from 100 to 600 Hz. The inclusive ðp; 3pÞ and
ðp; 2pÞ cross sections σ were evaluated with:
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with the number of identified particles in BigRIPS and ZDS,
N i and N o , which were selected in momentum to pass
through ZDS. nH2 was the areal density of the liquid
hydrogen target, τ the transmission from the beam trigger
detector at the end of BigRIPS to the end of ZDS and ν the
areal density ratio between the material downstream the LH2
target and the LH2 target itself. τ, combining both the ZDS
transmission and the ZDS detector efficiency [93(4)% from
empty target runs], ranged from 47(6)% to 60(6)%. ν was
4.8%(4.4%) for the first (second) campaign. Dead-time
effects cancel in Eq. (1). The target density was calculated
from the density of the LH2 , and determined to be
70.97ð3Þ g=l for the first campaign, and 73.22ð8Þ g=l for
the second, nH2 was 4.32(4) and 4.33ð4Þ × 1023 atoms=cm2 ,
respectively [35]. Only fully stripped ions identified in ZDS
were considered. For ðp; 3pÞ, the number of events where
two consecutive ðp; 2pÞ reactions take place inside the
target have been estimated [from 2(1) to 17(2)% for the
studied cases and 5(1)% for 81Gaðp; 3pÞ discussed below]
and subtracted. The particle identification of ðp; 3pÞ fragments in ZDS can be contaminated by hydrogen-like fragments (q ¼ Z − 1), after two-proton and several-neutron
removal, if their mass-over-charge ratio is close enough to
the fragment of interest. Although the proportion of hydrogen-like ions is of the level of few percents compared to the
fully stripped ions, the channels contribute from 0.3(1)% to
47(14)% [6(2)% for 81Ga] to the ðp; 3pÞ particle identification within the A=q resolution of ZDS. The information
from the TPC was not used for the extraction of the inclusive
cross sections. Experimental uncertainties [27] were dominated by statistics of the fragments and the charge state
subtraction.
As the reaction products were shifted partly out of
momentum acceptance in ZDS, the transmission was
determined through simulations with LISEþþ [43]. They
comprised the second half of the BigRIPS spectrometer, the
LH2 target and the ZDS. Simulations include momentum
acceptance, ðp; xpÞ reactions in the target and reactions
with material in the beam line. Bρ settings and materials in
the beam were verified using the experimental transmission
obtained from ðp; 2pÞ reactions of the same setting. The
beam profile and momentum distribution used as input to
the simulations were fitted to experimental data. The
transmission τ ranged from 47(6)% (Z ¼ 42) to 60(6)%
(Z ¼ 27), including the ZDS detection efficiency [93(4)%].
Uncertainties were extracted from dedicated transmission
runs, where ZDS was tuned to let the unreacted beam pass.
The upper (lower) acceptance cuts in momentum were
selected such that at least 96% (99%) of the reacted beam
traversed ZDS. The corresponding upper (lower) cuts in
magnetic rigidity ranged from 6.72(6.48) to 7.08(6.82) Tm.
Results and discussion.—The measured inclusive cross
sections are displayed on the left panel of Fig. 2 and
tabulated in [27]. The ðp; 3pÞ cross sections are smaller
than ðp; 2pÞ by about 10−2 . They range from 0.014(9) mb
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FIG. 2. (Left) Experimental ðp; 2pÞ and ðp; 3pÞ cross sections
[27]. Error bars contain systematic and statistic uncertainties
added in quadrature. (Right) Ratio (σ kþ1 =σ k ) of (k þ 1)-nucleon
and k-nucleon removal cross sections with removed nucleons
from same species (open markers) as a function of the evaporation cost asymmetry ΔC, with k ¼ 1–9. The data are taken from
[44,50–56]. See [44] for details. Ratios of ðp; 3pÞ over ðp; 2pÞ
cross sections for the same incident nucleus from this Letter are
shown (red diamonds).

[101Srðp; 3pÞ] to 0.37(6)mb [75Znðp; 3pÞ]. Systematics of
the ðp; 2pÞ reaction based on the same experimental data
are published in [35]. On the right side of Fig. 2, the ratio of
(k þ 1)-nucleon-removal to k-nucleon-removal cross sections, considering only nucleons of the same species, is
plotted over the evaporation cost asymmetry ΔC, as in [44].
ΔC is a measure for the imbalance between evaporating a
proton (neutron) versus evaporating a neutron (proton) in
proton (neutron) removal reactions. It is calculated for each
daughter nucleus of the k-nucleon removal reaction:
ΔC ¼∓ Sn  ðSp þ V C Þ, for proton (upper signs) and
neutron (lower signs) removal with SpðnÞ being the proton
(neutron) separation energy and V C the Coulomb barrier
[45]. The general trend in [44] is followed by the present
ratios. This trend for proton-deficient nuclei (ΔC > 0) has
been understood as uncorrelated multiple nucleon removals. Thus, the ðp; 3pÞ reaction is likely to be of sequential
nature. To further constrain our understanding of the
reaction mechanism, we compare angular distributions of
the emitted protons to three kinematical models:
(i) Sequential: The nucleus interacts with one target
proton. Two consecutive proton-proton collisions happen
inside the nucleus, each collision following the free protonproton cross section. Isotropic emission of the colliding
protons in their center of mass is assumed. Test calculations
with anisotropic proton-proton cross sections from [46]
show the same features. The cross section energy dependence is taken from [47]. Apart from the projectile momentum, the protons inside the nucleus are assumed to have an
intrinsic momentum p
following
a Gaussian distribution,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
with rms momentum hp2 i ¼ pnuc . The ðp; 2pÞ reaction
was modelled in a similar way, considering just one
collision.
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(ii) Pair breakup: The two removed protons are assumed
to form a correlated pair, with each proton having a
momentum pnuc , and the overall pair having zero total
momentum in the projectile rest frame. Pair orientation is
assumed to be isotropic. During the collision, the target
proton interacts with only one of the protons of the pair,
following the free proton-proton cross section. The other
proton of the pair acts as a spectator and is emitted with its
original momentum. This process is similar to the impulse
approximation usually assumed in high-energy ðe; e0 2pÞ
and ðp; 3pÞ reactions [18,26,48].
(iii) Pair knockout: The two removed protons are
assumed to be in a correlated pair, as in the pair breakup
model. During the collision, the target proton interacts with
the whole pair as with a deuteron, following the elastic p, d
angular distribution, taken from [49]. Afterwards, the
protons in the pair are each emitted with their intrinsic
momentum plus half the pair momentum after the collision.
All models consider the interaction between the protons
and the residual nucleus assuming that if one of the protons
has an energy lower than a given Ethresh in the projectile rest
frame it will be absorbed. Furthermore, we model the
deflection of the outgoing protons by the residual nucleus
by adding a random momentum to each of the protons,
taken from a Gaussian distribution with a width of pdef , and
a mean of ð0; 0; þpdef Þ⊺ in the direction of the beam to
reflect the pull of the residual nucleus over the proton.
The chosen angular observables are θ, the angle between
the outgoing protons and the beam, λ, the relative angle
between each pair of protons, and φs and φm , the smallest
and second smallest angles that each pair of protons form in
the plane perpendicular to the beam. For ðp; 3pÞ, φl , the
largest angle, fulfills φs þ φm þ φl ¼ 360°. An illustration
of these observables is given in Fig. 1. Note that each
ðp; 2pÞ event contributes one λ and two θ while each
ðp; 3pÞ contributes three λ and three θ.
The three parameters pnuc ¼ 200 MeV=c; Ethresh ¼
30 MeV and pdef ¼ 18 MeV=c have been adjusted to
reproduce experimental relative λ and beam θ angle
distributions for the two outgoing protons in
81
Gaðp; 2pÞ, assuming a quasifree model. The values for
pnuc and Ethresh are close to the standard values for Fermi
momentum and potential well in the INCL model:
270 MeV=c and 40 MeV, respectively [57]. Events generated with each model are then used as an input for
GEANT4 simulations [58], to replicate the analysis on
experimental data. The chosen observables did not vary
significantly depending on the nucleus. Therefore we
focused on 81Gaðp; 3pÞ79Cu and 81Gaðp; 2pÞ80Zn, for
which statistics were the largest. Events exceeding a vertex
uncertainty of 10 mm have been omitted. Models were
normalized to the experimental number of counts.
In Fig. 3, the double distribution for the φs and φm angles
is plotted for 81Gaðp; 3pÞ and the three models. The phase
space is restricted to a triangle, as φl ≥ φm ≥ φs . The
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FIG. 3. Two-dimensional plot for a ðp; 3pÞ reaction of the two
smaller angles φs and φm in the plane perpendicular to the beam
axis. (a) Experimental data for 81Gaðp; 3pÞ (b) pair breakup
model (c) pair knockout model (d) sequential model. Theoretical
distributions have been normalized to the data.

experimental data shows that the angular distribution is
largely symmetric: φm ∼ 180° − φs =2, but has a wide
spread to smaller φs, φm . The sequential model reproduces
the features of the experiment remarkably. The pair breakup
and pair knockout models do not reproduce the experimental distribution [27]. The comparison between the
quasifree model and ðp; 2pÞ data is presented in the insets
of Fig. 4, finding a good reproduction of data for all
observables. We performed four different fits to ðp; 2pÞ
observables: fitting λ and θ separately, letting pdef vary or
fixing it to 18 MeV=c for each observable, as it is essential
to reproduce the position of the peak of the ðp; 2pÞ λ
distribution. The envelope of all of these results is shown as
the translucent band around the best fit line in Fig. 4, both
for ðp; 2pÞ and ðp; 3pÞ reactions. In the main panels of
Fig. 4, the distributions for φs (top), θ (middle), and λ
(bottom) are shown for 81Gaðp; 3pÞ.
For φs (top panel), the sequential model follows the data
closely over the full range. The pair breakup model agrees
similarly well, but fails to reproduce the tail above 105°.
The pair knockout model does not reproduce the data.
For θ (middle panel), MINOS acceptance cuts angles
below 10°. The sequential model reproduces remarkably
the experimental shape, as opposed to the other models.
The pair breakup model features a strong peak at 15°,
caused by the small intrinsic momentum of the spectator
proton, while the pair knockout model shows a sharp peak
at ∼30°, which corresponds to the maximum θ of d, p
elastic scattering in inverse kinematics.
For λ, none of the models describes fully experiment,
with the sequential model showing the least disagreement,
with the peak position shifted by 10°. The pair breakup
model produces a markedly different shape, with a prominent peak at 85°, easily understood as the quasifree peak
between the two colliding protons. The pair knockout
model increases with a larger slope than the data, peaking at
45°, and then drops off for smaller angles than the data.
For the three observables considered, the best agreement
has been obtained with the sequential model. As the
translucent bands in Fig. 4 show, a variation on the
parameters of the kinematical models does not significantly
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FIG. 4. Distribution for the projected angle φs (top), the beam
angle θ (middle) and the angle between the scattered protons λ
(bottom) for 81Gaðp; 3pÞ and 81Gaðp; 2pÞ (in insets). Predictions
from pair breakup, pair knockout, and sequential model are
superposed. Translucent bands show the dependence on the
model parameters (see text for details).

modify the features in ðp; 3pÞ observables, showing the
robustness of these conclusions with respect to the model
parameters. A fit of the models in φs and θ simultaneously
þ7
[59] yields contributions of 86þ10
−6 % for sequential, 14−10 %
þ2
for pair knockout and 0−0 % for pair breakup processes with
a reduced χ 2 ¼ 0.79, demonstrating the sequential nature of
this reaction. Assuming a Gaussian distribution for the
pair momentum leads to the same proportions, although
somewhat broader distributions [27]. For 69Coðp; 3pÞ
[70Niðp; 3pÞ], the sequential contribution is 100þ0
−24 %
þ18
(82−16 %) [27]. These results set a solid basis for a
quantitative description of the ðp; 3pÞ reaction at intermediate energies, opening a new probe for nuclear structure. In particular, this work shows that ðp; 3pÞ reactions
allow us to populate two-particle-two-hole states in a direct
way, and are therefore suitable to study quantitatively and
systematically intruder states in neutron-rich nuclei [24],

i.e., low-energy correlated states with a dominant multiparticle-multi-hole configuration, as well as shape transitions in a similar way as two-nucleon transfer with stable
nuclei [60]. The typical time between the two protonproton collisions is 10−24 s, meaning that the wave function
of the projectile does not rearrange between collisions,
making ðp; 3pÞ a candidate for a rescattering probe,
currently unexplored in nuclear physics but similar to
successful ones in hadronic [61,62] and molecular
[63,64] physics. Previous works have shown a relative
importance of correlated pairs of around 50% in twonucleon knockout at lower energies (93 MeV=nucleon)
with heavier targets [14]. We have not found such a strong
contribution of correlated pairs, possibly due a larger mean
free path of the protons in the nucleus.
Conclusion.—We have presented 21 new ðp; 3pÞ cross
sections from neutron-rich medium-mass nuclei at energies
of ∼250 MeV=nucleon. For the first time, the angular
distributions of the three outgoing protons have been
measured thanks to the unique combination of the
MINOS charged-particle tracker and liquid hydrogen
target. These angular distributions were compared to three
kinematical models, obtaining for the sequential model a
very good agreement, while other models show poor
reproduction of the data. These results show that the
ðp; 3pÞ reaction proceeds via sequential knockout of the
protons, which is supported by the ratios σ ðp;3pÞ =σ ðp;2pÞ ,
following the systematics of [44]. The sequential description of the ðp; 3pÞ reaction from neutron-rich nuclei at
intermediate energies is therefore a reliable approximation
for a quantitative description opening new opportunities,
for instance, to explore intruder states and shape transitions
towards the neutron dripline.
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